
6.0 THE SOFTWARE 

6. 1 An Overview 

G~neral purpose Windows based software tools such as word processors and 
spreadsheets have become pervasive throughout the world. Users have become to 
expect a user-friendly graphic interface for performing their tasks. However easy to 
use software tools dedicated to routine distribution engineering tasks, using modem 
user interfaces are not generally available. Much of the distribution engineering 
l:>11ftware used in the industry are older DOS based or mainframe applications. Many 
have fallen disuse because they do not meet the modem expectations of case of use. 
Tl.ere are some engineering workstations software suites available, but often these are 
qt ite complicated and require extensive and training for their use. 

This windows based software has been developed to meet the need for modem 
engineering software tools, which can be used with minimal training. This application -can be easily customized to the materials and practices used by each member utility, 
allowing the ultimate user (for example, a design technician with limited engineering 
expertise) to apply the programme with maximum efficiency and minimum 
C(l mplexity. 

The following factors have to be taken into account in using this software 

• Ambient temperature -

• Power Frequency - 50 Hz 

Above ground installation- 30 ° c 
Underground installation-20 ° c 

• Voltage - Between 6 kV and 33 kV 
• Installation Method - Single circuits directly buried and laid in free atr 

(Protected from or exposed to solar radiation) 

6.1. The Operation 

T te programme consists of several dialog boxes where the user can input the required 
tiL tails of the cable design for the calculation of current rating. The data can be 
tkectly input to the text boxes on the dialog box or sometimes data have to be 
~elected from a list. 

6.2.1 General Details Input 

Fi~ure 6.1 shows the main window of the programme. All programme action centers 
OJ' this main window with point and click access to all programme features. 
'J his specifies the general details of the cable. The cable type, operating voltage, 
O\ era II diameter and the gap between cable installations. The other dialog boxes for 
t:11tering details of each component of the cable can be opened by clicking the 
appropriate buttons on this main window. Buttons of some components are combined 
"1th an option button, to indicate whether the particular component exists or not in the 
c.1ble considered. 
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Figure 6.1 Main Programme Window 

6.2.2 Conductor Data Input 
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Figure 6.2 - Window for entering the conductor details 

This dialog allows the specification of the conductor. The material and the shape of 
the conductor can be selected from a drop down menu. The standard areas of the 
conductors are listed in a menu, but if the user is interested a value outside this range, 
that value can be directly enter into the input box. The programme needs the area of 
the conductor in calculating the a.c. resistance of the conductor. The user is also 
n.:quired to enter the values of axial separations of conductors and the distance 
between the axis of the cable and the axes of the conductors in case of multicore 
cables. 

6.2.3 Insulation Data Input 

·1 his dialog allows the specification of the Insulation. Insulation material can be 
sd ected from a menu. The external diameter of the insulation, Insulation thickness 
be tween the conductors and insulation thickness between the conductor and sheath or 
sc ;·een are the other required data that have to be entered into the dialog box. 
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Figure 6.3 - Window for entering the insulation details 

6.2.4 Sheath/Screen Data Input 
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Figure 6.4 - Window for entering the sheath/screen details 

This dialog allows the specification of the sheath or screen. The sheath/screen bond 
type, the sheath/screen material and the sheath formation type have to be selected 
from a given menu. If the sheath bond type is selected as " Cable with each core in a 
separate sheath " , then the user should specify whether the sheaths are touching or 
nd. The external diameter, the mean diameter and the thickness of the sheath have to 
bl.' entered by the user in relevant input boxes of the dialog box. The programme 
<.:a lculates the resistance of the sheath and display the value on the resistance input box 
once the user inputs all these details into the programme. 
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6.2.5 Bedding Data Input 

Tltis dialog allows the specification of Bedding. The bedding material has to be 
selected from a menu. Thickness of the bedding has to be entered into the input box. 
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Figure 6.5- Window for entering the bedding details 

6 . .!.6 Armour Data Input 
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Figure 6.6- Window for entering the armour details 

This dialog allows the specifications of the Armour. First the type of the armour has to 
be specified whether a steel wire armour or a steel tape armour. If the type of the 
annour is steel wire, the number of wires and the diameter of one wire have to be 
en tered to the input boxes. Otherwise the external diameter, the mean diameter and the 
th ckncss of the steel tape armour have to be entered to the relevant input boxes. Once 
a: these values have been entered to the programme, the value of the armour 
lL -; istance is calculated by the programme and displays on the dialog box. 
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6.2.7 Outer Serving/J acket Data Input 

This dialog allows the specification of the Outer Serving/Jacket. The outer serving 
material can be selected from a menu while the value of thickness of the outer serving 
h,ls to be entered to the input box. 
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Figure 6.7- Window for entering the outer serving details 

6. 2.8 Installation Data Input 
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Figure 6.8 - Window for entering the installation details 

This dialog allows the description of installation method and the installation 
environment. There are four laying methods from which the user has to select the 
appropriate method for the cable design. If the cable is laid underground the soil type 
and the depth of laying have to be specified. If the laying of the cable in air, the 
installation method should be selected from the given menu. 

6.2.9 Continuous Current Rating Calculation 

Once all the needed data has been entered to the programme, a button called " 
( ,dculate Current" is enabled on the main window. By clicking on that button the 
( .. lculation Screen can be opened and the continuous current can be viewed on that 
sL ~een. If the user is interested other parameters of the cable like A.C. Resistance, 
d .:lectric loss, loss factors of metallic components and thermal resistances of relevant 
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la yers of the cable can also be viewed on that screen. If the user needs to alter the 
pr~viously input data to the programme, he can click on the "Do Correction" button 
and select the screen for appropriate component for changing the data. Then all the 
en leu lations are updated as the data is changed. 
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Figure 6.9 Window showing details of continuous current rating calculation 

6.2.10 Cyclic Rating Calculation 
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Figure 6.10 - Window for entering details of daily load cycles in order 
to calculate cyclic rating 

r l' r buried cables, if the pattern of the daily load cycle is available (The user has to 
enter the value of the load hourly for 24 hours in per unit values. i.e. Divide the each 
h( urly value by the maximum value of that cycle) the cyclic rating can be calculated 
b) opening this screen by clicking on the " Cyclic rating" button in the Calculation 
S, reen. 
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6.:!.11 Reporting 

Fkxibility is provided in easily specifying the information to include in the final 
report including input data and calculation results. Reports can be directly printed out, 
pr~viewed on screen and exported to TXT or liTML formats. 

6.:!.12 Error Handling 

'J he programme needs all the required data of the cable components and the 
installation type as the input for the programme. If some input data is missing the 
programme may halted while executing or may output incorrect results. There are 
st.·veral techniques used in the programme for preventing this and for justifying the 
correctness of the output results. 

• When inputting the details of the cable components, the user is not allowed to 
close the particular screen until all the input boxes are filled correctly. When 
he tries to close the screen, an error message is displayed and the user is 
redirected to empty input boxes or to input boxes with incorrect data. 

• Sometimes the user may input mismatch data. As an example on the first 
screen the user may select cable type as "3-core cable". But when he input 
sheath/screen details he may select sheath type as " Single core cable with 
sheath bonding at both ends". At those instances an error message is displayed 
on the screen indicating that the selection is incorrect and the user is redirected 
to incorrect input box. 

• The user is prevented using the calculation part until he input all the correct 
details to the programme. 

6.2.13 Programme Justification 

S me data from a cable's manufacturer's data sheet is included in the programme for 
thl! demonstration purposes of the software. All the dialog boxes can be filled with 
data when click on the "Test Data" button on the main window. Data is included for 
t\\ o cases as 

• 12 kV direct buried three core cable and 
• 18 kV direct buried three single core cables. 

T ile results obtained were about 15% higher than the values given in the cable 
m.mufacturer's data sheet. However as the details of the installed environment (like 
buried depth, soil condition/weather condition etc.) were not given with that data 
sheet the calculated values cannot be directly compared with the values given in the 

d.1ta sheet. 

6.3 System Requirements 

T he CableAmp package is compatible with Microsoft Windows 95, Windows 98, 
V' indows NT and Windows 2000 operating systems. A Pentium class processor is 
rt.quired, and should have a minimum of 64 MB of RAM, a color video display set at 
a ·ninimum resolution of 800 by 640,a CD ROM drive for programme installation, 
and at least 15 MB of available hard disc space. For previewing and obtaining a 
h rdcopy of output results, Microsoft Access (97 or higher version) should be 
in .~talled in the computer. 
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